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2D Global® NANO AND 2D MATERIALS



Once Imagined : Now Reality

In the constantly changing world of single & multi-dimensional material, there is no "one size fits all" option, nor a single source company to offer the full platform or 
product characterization.

With over 30 years of specialty chemicals technical, sales, marketing and distribution experience, 2D Global can help your company navigate the over-whelming process 
for project assessment, product evaluation, testing, maximization, scale, cost, performance and reliable supply. 

Spectators say this is "disruptive " we say "Transitional."

Our goal is to positively affect the world.

"Saving the world , one ATOM at a time..."



Visit us @ www.2DGlobal.com and see detailed project videos,

client engagements, lists of the top project discussions and general

industry information.

http://www.2dglobal.com/


2D GLOBAL® is a privately owned company focused on the 
rapid commercialization of NANO, CNT, and 2D/graphene 
technologies. 

The

FUTURE 
is made of 

NANO MATERIALS



By creating partnerships with innovative companies and 
institutions, 2D GLOBAL® is helping to create 
next-generation composite materials and other applications.

The

FUTURE 
is made of 

NANO MATERIALS



TECHNICAL ACCESS



TIMING & OFFERING



www.2DGlobal.com



2D Global®

Graphene
Graphene, a single-atom-thick hexagonal- or honeycomb-

arranged sheet of carbon atoms, is considered the 
thinnest material known and stronger than steel. It is also 

pliable, transparent, and conductive of both heat and 
electricity. Commercialization efforts are already 

underway to make industrial-scale applications, including 
a conductive transparent electrode.

ProCene and ProC Nano
Under raman spectroscopy instrumentation, these 

materials will test equivalent to, or as an enhanced version 
of any graphite based graphene material. High resolution 

microscopic evaluations reveal single-atom-thick 
hexagonal- or honeycomb-arranged cubical atoms. The 

slight difference from a true platelet orientation offers the 
end use client unique formulation options. It is also 

pliable, strong, light weight and conductive of both heat 
and electricity. This materials offers equivalent or better 

options in formulation design to graphene and is often 
referred to as "synthetic" graphene. The enhanced 

properties are achieved through a patented bio-mass 
conversion and manufacturing process. The patented 

process allows for extreme purity, carbon negative 
material, high quality and consistency. Commercialization 

efforts are already underway to make industrial-scale 
applications, with plants available to supply more than 

1000 MTs per month in order to fill the awaiting 2D 
materials pipeline. Client benchmark and test evaluations 
of ProCene and ProC Nano in coatings, CRFP, construction, 
resins, epoxy, fluids, energy, and many additional end use 

applications have displayed exceptional performance.

Silicene
A one atom-thick layer of silicon, silicene has graphene’s 
electrical properties and could be used in silicon-based 

circuits to develop miniaturized electronic devices. Patrick 
Vogt of Berlin's Technical University, Germany, and Paola 
De Padova from the Istituto di Struttura della Materia in 

Italy isolated silicene through a process called simple 
vapor deposition to grow a one atom-thick silicon layer on 

a silver crystal surface.

Silica Glass
David Muller and colleagues at the Kavli Institute at Cornell 

in New York discovered this thinnest preparation of glass 
ever made through electron microscopy. The silica glass 

though 2D is an amorphous structure that is a two-silicon-
atom-thick and very stable and rigid, like bulk glass.

Phosphorene
Single layers of black phosphorus, the most stable form of 

the element in open air, are being studied as a 2D 
electron-poor also known as p-type semiconductor by 

Peide Ye and others at Purdue University in Lafayette, IN.

Molybdenum Disulfide (MoS2)
Silvery black and part of the family of layered metal 
chalcogenides, a MoS2 crystal, seen through optical 
microscopy and photoluminescence, consists of two 

molecular layers with part of one layer broken away. MoS2, 
being studied by Tony Heinz, PhD of the Departments of 

Physics and Electrical Engineering at Columbia University, 
considers MoS2to be a promising lubricant as it forms into 

loose layers that readily slide from one another.

Boron
Atomically flat boron, a naturally occurring mineral, is 

metallic and will transmit electrons with no resistance. Rice 
University’s Chair of Engineering and Professor of Materials 
Science and Chemistry, Boris Yakobson, PhD is studying the 

material and found it to be a natural low-temperature 
superconductor that loses resistivity only in very cold 

conditions - between 10 and 20 Kelvin or about minus 430 
degrees Fahrenheit.

Germanene
A one-atom thick honeycomb layer of germanene atoms is 

buckled in nature, as seen through scanning tunneling 
microscopy. An international team of researchers led by Guy 

Le Lay at France’s Aix-Marseille University is exploring the 
material with the belief it could have a role in 

semiconductors.

Stantene
Adding fluorine atoms to a single layer of tin makes stanene, 
a natural insulator that is believed to conduct electricity with 

100% efficiency because the electricity moves along the 
outside edges of the material and not through its middle. 

Shoucheng Zhang, a physics professor at Stanford 
University’s Institute for Materials and Energy Sciences 

(SIMES) is a lead researcher for this material.

Kortrax®

Kortrax® has the same platform in the form of 
polyamide base as that of Quoral® with the 
addition of other polymers to improve the 

performance profile of chemical permeability 
and the oxygen transfer rate (OTR) of containers 

of HDPE. With the trademark of Baritainers®, 
Kortrax® made containers can safely transport 

solvent-based products such as cleaning 
solvents, household chemicals, wood 

preservatives, industrial chemicals, adhesives, 
agricultural chemicals and automotive additives.

Kortrax with CNT, Procene and Graphene



Do clients know what they are using?



Graphene for 3D Printing/ Additive Manufacturing

✓ IMPROVE CORROSION PROTECTION PERFORMANCE

WITHOUT COMPROMISING ADHESION OR CURING

✓ ENHANCE HARDNESS, DURABILITY, COMPRESSION, 

TENSILE STRENGTH, ELASTICITY, AND COVERAGE

✓ ELECTRICAL AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY  FOR 3D 

PRINTING OF ELECTRONICS & BATTERIES



In 2017, the 3D 

Printing/ Additive 

Manufacturing 

industry, grew 

21% to $7.3 billion

“…In just over two years, an astonishing 528,952 desktop 

3D printers (or systems) are believed to have been sold. 

Wohlers estimates that revenues from the desktop 

segment were well over $500 million in 2017.

The total industry estimate of $7.336 billion excludes 

internal investments from the likes of Airbus, Adidas, 

Ford, Toyota, Stryker, and hundreds of other 

companies, both large and small. A surprising number of 

the $1-5 billion companies… are investing in AM R&D.”

From: Wohlers Report 2018



PROPERTIES 

OF 

GRAPHENE

1. Tensile strength: 18.85 million psi

(typical steel: 80,000 psi) (yield

36,000)

2. Young’s Modulus (stiffness): 150

million psi (typical steel: 32 Million)

Has the highest tensile strength of

any material.

3. Thermal conductivity: 3000-5000

W/m/K (Copper: 401 W/m/K)

4. Electrical conductivity: greater

than copper

5. Has the highest electron mobility

of any material: 200,000 cm2/Vs.

6. Has the fastest moving electrons

in any material - ~106 m/s

7. Capacitance: 550 F/g

8. The thinnest material in the world

± only 0.34 nm thick

9. Absorbs an extraordinary amount

of light per layer (2.3%)



2D Global’s access to a revolutionary eco-

friendly manufacturing process has lowered the 

cost of high quality graphene powder to A 

FRACTION OF PREVIOUS MARKET PRICES 

making our offering an affordable way to 

improve your product’s performance.  

Since it was first isolated in 

2004, graphene has been hailed 

as a “Wonder Material,” with the 

potential to revolutionize entire 

industries; from building 

materials, coatings and 

composites, to electronics and 

aerospace. 

So why hasn’t it happened?

THE COST.

So far, graphene has been 

created in laboratories, one 

gram at a time, making it much 

too  expensive for  industrial 

applications. 

UNTIL NOW.

GRAPHENE
for

PLASTICS 
and

POLYMERS



Global Graphene Composites 

Market to Expand at a Stellar 

CAGR of 40% over 2017-2026

“The demand within the global market for “graphene” composites has been rising 

based on the expansive industrial uses of graphene… 

The total value of the global market for graphene composite was $6.3 million in 

2017, and is expected to increase by leaps and bounds...”

https://www.transparencymarketresearch.com



the

FUTURE
is made of 

GRAPHENEAfter years 

of “hype,” 

graphene has 

reached a 

tipping point 

where the cost 

is low enough 

to be practical 

for industries.

2D Global
is the key to 

unlock your 

company’s 

future. 

Low cost.

High quality.

Guaranteed.



C A R B O N - N E G A T I V E  P O W D E R  B Y  T H E  T O N

Tougher. 

Stronger.

Lighter. 

We have the technology. 

Add 2D Global® materials to your plastics, 

compounds and polymers to increase their 

durability, water resistance, OTR, electrical 

conductivity and thermal profiles while reducing 

thickness and weight.



PLASTICS PRODUCTION IS 

RESPONSIBLE FOR 1% OF 

U.S. GREENHOUSE GAS 

(GHG) EMISSIONS AND 3% 

OF PRIMARY ENERGY USE, 

RESPECTIVELY.

“Greenhouse gas mitigation for U.S. plastics production: 

energy first, feedstocks later”

I Daniel Posen1,2,4,5, Paulina Jaramillo1, Amy E Landis3 and W Michael Griffin1

Published 16 March 2017 • © 2017 IOP Publishing Ltd

Environmental Research Letters, Volume 12, Number 3

Reduce your carbon footprint

Add  our cost-effective 2D 

Global® materials to your 

plastics and polymers to 

increase their durability, 

water resistance and improve 

thermal protection while 

reducing their carbon 

footprint.

Join 2D Global in our mission 

to create a better, cleaner 

world for everyone.  

http://iopscience.iop.org/journal/1748-9326
http://iopscience.iop.org/volume/1748-9326/12
http://iopscience.iop.org/issue/1748-9326/12/3


2D Global is the perfect partner to help you develop your next 

generation of graphene enhanced plastic and polymer products.

With exclusive representation of high-quality graphene & 

procene powder by the ton, we can reliably supply your 

new products- from testing samples through scale up!



Everything we do at 2D Global® is driven by the 

vision of our team to “heal the earth.”

By turning biomass into affordable graphene 

for industry, our access to a revolutionary, 

carbon-negative manufacturing process is 

helping to create a better, cleaner world for 

everyone.  

Our diverse offering of material options 

allow for a unique, sustainable 

differentiation from your competition.



Where do you want to be?

Thank You


